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A qualitative explanation is suggested for the changes Which
occur in the stalling ohsracteristios of aerofoils as the Reynolds
number i.9 increased.. This explanation is based on the variation, with
Reynolds number, in the state of the bourdary layer along the upper
surface at just below the stalling uxxidenoe.

1.

Introduction

Recent investigations (References 1, 2, 3) into the nature
of the boundary lsyer along the upper surface of an aerofoil at just
below the stalling lnoidence have indicated that the tit&d breakdown
of flow at the stall may, in certain oases, originate from the boundary
layer transition region.
A study has therefore becn made of the effects of Reynolds
number and of aerofoil incidence (i.e., pressure distribution) on the
type and position of this transition region.
Explanations, involving a knowledge of the boundary layer
conditions, sre suggested for the mechanism of the breakdown of flovr
in five major types of stall, stalling characteristics being classified
Lnto these five types acoording to the manner in which the flow
separation at the stall develops.
The variation, for a given aerofoil, of CL msx
type of stall is discussed.

with the

l?mally, using the results of the above arguments, exemples
arc given of the affect of Reynolds number and of leading edge roughness
on the stalling dlaracteristics of several aerofoils, the change from
one tyl?e of stall to snother~bdng explained, 111 ea& case, by an
alteration m t$e type of transition region.
T'he.pr&ent note-is based on an unpublished internal
Cambridge l$kv&sity Aeronautics Laboratory Report, which has been
revised as a Result of &doe six3 encouragement from Dr. J. H. Preston.
2./
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Notation
uo

free stresm velocity

U

local velocity over aerofoil at edge of boundary leyer

v

kinematic viscosity

x

distance around upper surface of aerofoil from front
stwtioii point

0

aerofoil chord

sx

boundary lsyer displacement thickness

RcY

UOC
--v

Rx

V

U6x
m-m

RF
3.

V

Trmsit~ on

h Tratlsition Region is defined as that region in which the
boundary lwer velocity profiles lie between those for lsminar flow and
those for a well developed turbulent flow. It is suggested that
tranxltion regions can be divided into two entirely different types,
Instability Transition and Bubble Transrtion. These have entirely
different characteristics and will be discussed lndlvidually below.
3.1 Instability Transition.- Lin'a Stability Theory', a
development of the earlier Tollmein - S C ichting Theory, and verified
ex-pervnentally by Schubauer & Slcrsmstadt !P shows that at sny chordtvlse
station, mall disturbances in a laminar boundary layer till be smplificd
or dampeddepeding on:(i) The frequency of the disturbance
(ii The shape of the boun&ary layer velocity profile
(iii.{ The boundary lver Reynolds number, R6x.
Assuming that small disturbsnces of all frequencies are present, due
for exsmple to surface irregularities, noise, vibration, or free stream
turbulence, there is, for area given velocity profile, a maximum value
of the boundary layer Reynolds number (R&x orit) for stability;
above this value disturbances of certain frequencies will be amplified.
The chordwise position at which am$ifio&ion commences can therefore
be fairly accurately predicted, (for details see Ref. 6) although the
find breakdown to turbulent flow will take place further downstream,
dependmg on the magnitude of the initial disturbance and the subsequent
rate of smplification.
Exsmples are given, in Ref. 7, of the velocity profiles in
this type of transition region.
3.u

-33.2 Bubble Transition

Laminar B L

Figure1
Assuming that no instabrlity transItion occurs first (see
psra. 3.3) lsminsr separation will take place shortly behu-d the
minimum pressure point on sn aerofoil. The ruzng pressure grdient
causes a reversal. of flow at the solid surface, undercutting the
complete laminsr layer, whxch detaches itself from the surface, still
in the lsminsr condition, but subsequently breaks up, after a short
distance, Into turbulence. This is shown UI Fig. l(a), which has
been taken from sn upublishcd Cambridge report dealing wxth flow
visualization by means of paraffin smoke issuing from an orifice into
the boundary lwer.
Pig. l(b), at a kiigher Remolds number than Fig. l(a),
shows how, undo? certain conditions, the boundary lsyer reattaches
itself a short distance behind the lamumr separation point, leaving
an intensely turbulent "bubble" under the detached layer; on
reattachment tho boundary leycr is tra?uitional, rapidly becoming
fully turbulent. (See also Ref. 8).
Little/

-4Little is knovm about the conditions required for this
reattachment.
The results shcvin m Fig. 1, together kth other results
on kc rather more slcniier sectlons, indicate that the bubble first
forms at a minimum Rx of 5 x la', end that, at this Rx, the
breakdown to turbulence in the detached laminer layer has approached
very close to the 1sk.ns.r separation point. If the position of this
?transition" in the detached lwer is the deciding factor for
reattachment, then Lin's Stability Theory might be used on the detached
laminar layer to caloulatc R*, but other mfluences, notably the
surface curvature end the steepness of the local adverse pressure
gradient, slso seem to play an zmpcrtent part.
In general, it appears that, providing Rx is greater than
about 5 x 104, end that there 3.s no exceptionally steelp adverse
pressure gradient or swere curvature, 1amins.r separation will elwsys
be followed, after a region of separated flow, by a reattachment in the
turbulent oonditioa, i.e., by a bubble transition region.
When the bubble transition region is far aft, sqaration
often extends over a considerable chordwise distance, of the order of
do I 0.1. When, hcwever, the bubble is situated in a steep adverse
pressure gradient, it shrinks considerably m sxzc 02lit may extend over
a chordwise distance of only about x/c = O.GO2, when it till usually
escape observation, except with wcperiments on very la-ge models such
as those of References 1, 2 ski 3.
Obsenrations of bubble trensition, that IS, of local
separation of flow in the trsnsltion region, are given 111 References 9,
10, 11 and 12. Exemplcs of velocity profiles in a bubble transition
regio near the nose of an aercfcil at high incidence are given by
Gault 3.
3.3 Comparzson Between tho nivo T.ypes of Transition,- The type
of trsnsition region found on the upper surface of zaercfcil dopends
entirely on which of the two sots of necessary conditions, as
described above, is satisfied first.
The Bubble Transition region will slways start at the leminar
separation point, end its position is therefore tiependent of the
Reynolds number Rg, but mcves forward with increasing incidence,
until at CL max It lees just behind the suction pressure peak at
the nose.
Instability Trensltion, however, moves forward vnth lncress
Rc (smce for sny given chordwise station RF will increase with 3.
In addition, instability trensition ~511 ilcpcnd on the stability
(R&x crit) of the boundary leycr velocity profiles.
Now the velocity profiles in sn adverse pressure gradient
just aheLd of lemin~ separation are most unstable, i.e., they have
u very low value of R&x crit. Hence the instability transition
ccnd~ticii,
Rgx > REX crit, till usual.Z!y be satisfied shed of the
lsminsr separation point, so that bubble transition can only be
expected when the value of R x at the leminsr separation point is
very low (R&x <RF Grit). ' &This mean9 that, if the leminar separation
point/
II__I^________x___I__---I--------------------------------------------?NN. To simplify the argLrment here, it has been assumed that instability
trsnslticn ccnnnences at the point where R x = Rsx crit. As discussed
in para. 3.1, this is net quite true in pr kc.
tlce, instability transition
actually comxm5ng rather dcv,nstresm of this point.
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point is far aft, then bubble transition till only ocour at fairly low
values of R,; alternatively, at high values of R, bubble transition
till only occur when the lsminar separation point is well fom 3rd in
the very thin boundary layer just behind the front stagnation point.
4.

T.ypes of Stall

Stalling characteristics can be classified into five major
types depending on the msnner in which the stall develops. These are
discussed separately below, snii explanations are suggested for the
meohsnism of the breddOW of flow In each case.
&,I

Type.

Lsminar Separation Moving Forward from the Rear

At l.ow Royndds nunlbcrs, complete separation of the lanunar
bounrl.xry layer from the upper surface takes place just behind. the
minimum pressure region. The detxhed lsyer subsequently breaks down
Into turbulence, but does not rejoin the surface as a turbulent boundary
layer. At eero incidence this separation is well aft, but as the
;ncidenoe ucreascs, it loves forward, giving a very gentle stall, mth
a well rounded peak to the Lift Curve.
An example of this type of stall is given by Farren in '
Ref. I3 sdskctches of a typical Type I stall development are given
in Fig. 2.

- 6 4.2

Tme II.

Bubble

Lsminsr Separation at the Leading Edge

transition

(al
J u s t unskilled

Lammar separakion

(W
Stalled

At a higher value of R, than for Type I, a Bubble Transition
region commences at the lsmi.nar separation point and, after reattachment,
the turbulent boundary layer contmues along the aerofoil surface,
With increasing incidence the bubble moves forward until it is situated
just behind the leading edge. The stall is now most abrupt and is
due to a sudden failure of the boundary layer to reattach itself
(possibly due to an excessive suction pressure peak), and the flow
separates from the entire upper surface with a sudden and discontinuous
drop from CL max in the Lift Curve.
This type of separation u different from Type I (and also
as will be seen, from Types III and. IV). In a Type I stall, the
separation is "reversible" in that small chsnges in incidence cause the
separation poAnt to move to and fro along the surface, giving small
In a Tme II stall, however, an
changes in the flow pattern.
"irreversible" change occurs 1~1 the whole flow pattern, and once the
stall has taken place, the lncrdence must often be reduced several
degrees before the aerofoil unstalls. This "hysteresis" is cormon
mth Type II stalls, but is sometimes masked by excessive tunnel
turbulence, leading to an unstable, rather theLiZ to a hysteresial,
r-e of 3ncxhme.
A thorough investi?ation of this type of stall has been
made by Gault snd McCullough+ '2, where, at R, = 5.8 x 106, the
bubble was only evident after the formation of the leading edge
ouctlon pressure peak, i.e., when trm.sPcion had moved close to the
leading edge. At lower incidences the lsminar separation point was
far baok and, as discussed in Section 3.3, instability transition
occurred first.
4.3/
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Turylent

yarahon

For aerofoils having a very severe change of curvature at
or near the leading edge, a high suction prcssurc peak forms over the
nose at a relatively low lncidencc (about 5'). A Bubble Transztion
region moves formrd to the leacllng edge, where it appears to 'fair
O f f ’ , the change of curvature, having sufficient effect on the potential
flow to reduce greatly this suction peak. There 1s therefore a
noticeable reduction in lift slope just at the incidence where the
bubble frost forms over the nose. With tither increase of uxdencc,
a complete and abrupt laminar separation, as in Type II, does not take
place (possibly because the adverse pressure gradient is not now
sufficiently steep) and the bubble expands grsdually towards the
trailing edge, eventually extending over the entire upper surface.
The staU is therefore gentle, with a rounded CL peak, and there is
a kink in the Lift Curve at the angle of attack where the bubble first
reaches the leading edge, although at high Reynolds numbers thxs kink
is not very noticeable ol?d may get fairod out in the plottizg.
The first complete observations of the nature of the flow
vnth this type of stall have bocn given by McCullough and Gault3.
Sketches of the devcloy,mcnt of the stall ore given in Fxgure 4.

Bubble expandina

(a>

(b)

-aWith all aerofoils, at a high enough Reynolds nmber,
instability transition till occur ahead of any bubble transition, so
that, at high incidences, a turbulent boundary lsyer will be formed
right from the leading edge, and the stall will be then due to turbulent
separation moving forward from the trailing edge, with a fairly gentle
stall. The development of this type of stall is shown in Figure 5.
It should be noted, however, that conditions sometimes arise
where turbulent separation from the trailing edge causes the stall,
even though there mey be a Bubble Transition near the nose as in
Type II, or a Bubble Transition expsnding rearwards from the nose as in
Type III, This only happens however with very thiok end/or highly
cambered sections, where, as described in Ref. 14, there is "a race
between the development of conditions which ceuse complete se-pnration
from the front of the profile <snd of those which cause scp,aration towards
the rear".
4.5 Tvpe
Turbulent
V.
Separation from Near the Leading Edge
on Roughened Aerofoils
There is some evidence to suggest that, wnen the leading
edge is roughened, a sudden turbulent separation mey in some oases
take place near the nose, with a cansequent discontinuity in the Lift
Curve at the stall which is very similar in appeer,anoe to a Type II
Stall.
This type of stall is most marked on very thick nerofoils,
for exsmPle the NACA 65$.21 section in Ref. 15 where the gentle Type
IV stalls of the smooth aerofoils are chsnged by roughness into a very
abrupt type (see Fig. 6).
One would expect thick aerofoils to be most susceptible to
this type of stall, since the suction pressure peak is relatively far
aft, and therefore the adverse pressure gradient aft of this peak acts
on a relatively thick and fully developed turbulent layer.
This Type V stall has, however, no direct experimental
evidence for its existence, and will therefore not be discussed further.
5.

Comnarative Effects of the Tvqe of Stall on CT,-. Other Factors
-Remaining
E q u a l
5.1 With a Type I stall, CL msx is oompnratively low, owing
to the very early lsminar separation which spreads from
the rear as the incidence increases.
5.2 With a Type III stall, C msx is higher thsn Type I, but
still rather low, owing i o the early separation spreading
aft from the nose and enclosing a region of almost constant
and comparatively high pressure.
5.3 With a Type II stall, a given aerofoilw511 reach a much
higher CL max than with Types I or III, because a very
high suction peak forms over the leading edge before the
stall, so that considerably more lift ~.n obtained.
5.4 With a Type IV stall, the highest possible C msx will
be reached, since the stalling conditions vm31 be governed
by turbulent separation spreading forwsrd from the trailing
edge; this means t&at a h&er incidence will be reached than
in the case of the T-e II stall, where trailing edge
turbulent separation has not yet started (or only just
started) when separation from the leading edge takes place.
5.5/
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5.5 A Type V stall will not give quite as high a CL max as
Types II or IV owing to the greatly increased boundary
layer thickness due to the leading edge roughness; the
stalling incidence is also usually slightly lower.
6. Examples of the Change in Stallins Characteristics with Reynolds
Number and with Leading Edge Roughness
The type of stall which takes place at any given Reynolds
number R
can usually be determined by anexamination of the
E;pr;priaXe Lift Curve, and, if Lift Curveaare available over a range
a critical R is often found, in the region of which the
stall%g characteristi& change from one type to another. Some
examples are given below.
Examples I to V are for a number of straightforward oases,
where there is a marked change in the type of stall, following an
alteration in the condition of the boundary layer due either to
increasing R, or to the addition of leading edge roughness.
Examples VI and VII are typical of the rather mixed
conditions occurring at the stall of thick and highly cambered aerofoils,
for the reasons mentioned previously in section 4.4.
6.1 Example

I. Change from Type I to T.ype II and from Type II
to Type IV with IncreLasmng R,

This example is typical of medium thickness lar camber
sections.
In Fig. 7(a) taken from Ref. 16 MCA 0009 has a very rounded
peak up to R, = 6.65 x 105, where it appears to be on the point
3 changing to the abruptly discontinuous type found at higher Ro.
Fig. 7(b) from the same reference, shows the changeover at Ro ~5 x IO'
for the NACA 0042 section. Again, in Fig. 8, taken from Ref. 17 for
tho NACA 63-009 and 64-009 sections, it is seen that this abrirptness
at the stall persists up to R, = Y ‘( IOe, but has disappeared at
Rc = 15 x IO6 e&above. Thus one deduces for the NACA OCOY section
approximately:(a) Type I stall Ro < 6 x 10s.
(b) Type II stall 6 A

IO5

< R. < 12

(c) Type IV stall Ro > 12

x IO*.

x IO'.

Rcferencc 2 confirms the existence of a Type II stall on the HACA 63-009
aerofoil at Ro = 5.8 x loe.
6.2

Rxample II. Change from T.yoe II to Ty-oe IV with increasing Ro

This example is typical of very thick sections. In Reference 18,
a change from a Type II to a Type ,JV stall occurs, for several very thick
sections, at around R, = 3 x 10 . This oritiodl Reynolds number is
much lower tnan for the thinner section of example I, which is to be
expected, since on these thick sections the peak suction is further aft
and so i.nstabQity transition moves upstreem of the 1amina.r separation
point at a much lower value of Ro. Fig. 9 is taken from Ref. 18.
tither confirmation of the above deductions comes from the
behaviour of CL max, which, in the region above R, crit, decreases
steadily with increasing Rc, showiy the effect of the instability
transition/
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transition moving forward with mcreasing R, to give a greater extent
of turbulent boundary layer, thus decreasing the effective camber end
also increasing the tendency towards an earlier trailing edge turbulent
separation.
6.3 Examule III. Chwe from Rrpe III to Type IV with

Increaslrz

R,

(a) Results on circular back aerofoils'y indicate by the
kink in the Lift Curve at a relatively low incidence
that a Type III stall occurs on these sections from
the lowest tested R, of IO5 up a critical R, of
about 4 x IO", at which value the stalling
characteristics change to Type IV.
(b) Similar results to the above are observed for the
NACA 63-006 section17 where there is a large increase
of CL mex at about R, = 9 x IO' showing a change
from Type III to Type IV in this region, and this is
confirmed by Ref. 3, which gives for the NACAs64AO06
section, a Type III stall at R, = 5.8 x 10 . This
exemple is typical of all very thin aerofoils.
6.4 &emle IY. Chance from Wpe II to Tt?)e IV due to Leaamp
Edge Roudmess.
Many examples are given in Ref. 15 at R, = 6 x IO’ of the
effect of leading edge roughness on medium tkuokness (s-15$) aerofoils.
A Type IV std.1 is obtained, due to instability transition berg. right
forward, but CL mwz is lowered because of the greatly thickened
boudsry layer. An example is shov<n in Fig. IO for the NACA 63-210
aerofoil at R, = 6 x IO'.
6.5 Exsmle V.

Change from Tvpe III to Type IV due to
Leading Edge Rouglmess

On all thin (6s) aerofoils given in Ref. 15, the effect of
leading edge roughness is actually to increase CL msx, in contrast
to Example IV. The Lift Curve peak remsllls rounded end the change is
from a Type III to a Type IV stall. An example, the NACA 65-006
aerofoil, is shown in Fig. 11.
6.6 Exam&s VI. Mixed Stallinrr Characteristics

Pinkerton2' gives details of the pressure distribution over
a NACA 4412 section. Replaoh the "efreotive" Reynolds number as
used in this reference by the actual Test Reynolds number, it will be
scen that up to R, = 3.41 x 16, separation is chiefly due to a
Type II stall, the bubble transition region being most clearly defined
by the uniform pressure region nesr the nose. There ~3, however, some
separation, or at sny rate undue thickening of the turbulent boundary
lsyer, at the trailing edge ss \rell, so that the final stall, although
it shows the typical Type II collapse of the leading edge pressure peek,
does not give such a severe drop in C, as if there had been n2
turbulent sepparation at the trailing edgs. At Rc = 6.8 x IO
(Test R,) and. above, however it willbo seen that evidence of a
bubble transition near the ledmg edge has disappeared .ed the stall
is a straightfond Type IV, with a gradual collapse of the leading
edge pressure peek as turbulent separation moves forward from the
trslljng edge.

- 11 -

In this same report, Pdxerton suggests that the local lsminsr
separation neez the nose ispvented, at high Reynolds numbers, by a
transition from laminar to turbulent flow before the laminar flow has
reached separation conditions.
6.7 Ex,?;nple VII. Mixed Stalliw Characteristics

Observations of the RAP 28 aerofoil section at R. = 1.1 x Id,
given in Ref. 14, indicate that this aerofoil stalls as a result both
of the rearward spread of separation from the bubble transition region
at the leading edge (as in a Type III stall) and. also of the forward.
spread of turbulent separatxon from the trailing edge (as u a !@~?e IV
stall).

7. Sumnarv of Stalling Characteristics/
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7. Summarv of Stalling Characteristics

I
II
;
III
j
Iv
Type
i
--____i-____.--__ j
-.--- - - I - - - - - - .
.Laminar
Lminer
i Rcarwud. Furbulent 'Turbulent
Description i separation separation! expansion keparaticn :sepsraticn
at the
j of the
i m*ving
jncving
: forward
leadxng
; bubble
!fcmara
I from the
i
transition
prom the
&P
i rear
; region
pear
---.-.--+----.----~-~

;

-----.A -.--____-

+stabil.ity Turbulent

______
~lJnimpcrt~t~t:n?iesiraL&3~ Sever0
.All aerciOnly cccurs,Disccntin- change cf foils to
iat very l& UOUs stell j curvature
this type
'at high
iRc.
at nose
'oncu& Ro

RCmdCs

_ --_

-._.-.

_..

For very
thick end
:rcughened
~aercfcils.
;Rathcr Qqx~ithetical.
--_---

'NACA 0009 'NACA
0009
iR,& x 3.6. '6 x 10" <
Examples
-

-

-

-L -

-.-.----i -- -_-_--_-_.--

.--.
I
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8. Discussion and Conclusions
& It is hoped that sufficient examples have been given to show
that the ideas presented in this noto are of reasonably wide significance.
Although there are many aerofoils whose stalling characteristics do not
fit exactly into one of the five types discussed above, it is thought
that these characteristics will, if investigated, always prove to be a
mixture of two types, as in examples VI snd VII.
8.2 Many of the thin, loo cambered sections, now coming into
wide use for high speed aircraft, have stalling oharaoteristios that
can be oxaotly olsssified m terms of Types II, III and IV.
For medium thickness sections the critical. Reynolds number
for the change from we II to Type IV is around R, = 15 x IO', so
that the undcsirablc Type II stall will be present at the landing
In the past, however, surface irregularities
speeds of such aircraft.
on the acrofoil caused early instability transition which prevented
the development of the Type II stall, giving instead tho satisfactory
Type IV. Trouble from the Type II stall at Flight Reynolds numbefs
has therefore only recently become evident, owing to the development
of very smooth "lsminar flow" aerofoil surfaces.
u Excessive leading edge roughness will reduce CL max due to
the greatly thickened turbulent boundsry lsyer, and may even, on the
thickest sections, promote the undesirable Type V stsll. However rt
appears that the careful use of a very smell spoiler - almost a
roughness element - placed spanwisc very close to the front stagnation
point, might well induce a Typo IV stall, with rounded Lift peak, in
prcferonce to a Type II stall, vrithout greatly thickening the boundary
layer and so reducing CL max. There might even, as discussed in
Section 5.4, be a slight gain in CL max. For very thus aerofoils the
lift peak would remain rounded and there would be a distinct increase
of CL msx due to the stall chenging from Type III to Type IV.
In order to give the maximum area of laminar flow at high
speed, this spoiler might have to be retractable. However, since at
low incidcnccs it would bo situated in a very favourablc pressure
gradmnt, a critical size of spoiler might be so arrsnged as not to
disturb the flow under these favourable conditions, so that no
retraction would be necessary.
8.4 Most of the ideas and explanations presented are rather
speculative and more experimental results sre required, particularly
acrofoil data obtalncd in low turbulence tunnels, since excessive free
a%xm turbulence, like surface roughness, will cause an early
instability transition result- in a Type IV stall at a much lower
R, in the tunnel than in free flight. Experments are also required
on tic factors effecting the formation of bubble trsnsition and its
breakdown under odvorso conditions. This would probably best be
accomplished by flow visualization studies, using a smoke filament
The xrportance of flow visualization in
or china clsy technique2'.
obtaining an u&.crstending of the stall cannot be over-emphasized.
The eventual aim of all the experiments would be to eliminate
the Typo II stall completely by careful aerofoil design and to ensure
that a Type IV stall took place under all Flight'Conditions.
Y./
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